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Broadband as a tool for Creative Industries 

in Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago 
RG-T2627 

 

Evaluation Report on the Selection Process 

for ARTISTS TO PARTICIPATE IN MUSIC LAB 
 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 The Bank is executing a regional technical cooperation project entitled Broadband 

as a tool for the Creative Industries in Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago with 

funding from the IDB’s Ordinary Capital.  The project seeks to expand the use 

and adoption of ICT and broadband technology by the creative industries in 

Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago through the promotion of profitable business 

models that utilize innovations and information communication technologies to 

add value and competitiveness to the creative economy. The key outcomes 

include (i) successful case studies signal the adoption of ICT-based technologies 

in the creative industries and (ii) targeted entrepreneurs are equipped with cutting 

edge, ICT-based tools that support the creation of profitable business models. 

1.2 Component 2 intends to advance the practical use of broadband through the 

development of business models and includes activities such as (i) the 

development of innovative models and technological tools for increasing the use 

of broadband (ii) incubation activities to develop skills through a course or 

mentorship program (iii) preparation of a toolkit (such as a MOOC) that will 

contain a methodology for commercialization strategies (iv) proposal to attract 

match funding. Component 3 intends to raise public awareness on the importance 

of enhanced use of broadband in the creative industries and includes activities 

such as marketing and promotion events, communication materials showcasing 

the project’s works, and publications.  

1.3 Strategic to achieving the project’s main outcomes of establishing successful use 

cases of the adoption of ICT-based technologies for the creative industries and 

equipping entrepreneurs with the knowledge of how to use these technologies to 

support profitable businesses, is the proposed Open Music Initiative Summer Lab 

(LAB).  

1.4 The LAB is an intense program that hosts musicians, visual artists, and student 

software developers to collaborate on developing new technologies that address 

artists’ compensation and industry cooperation. At the end of the summer, teams 

will demo new art works utilizing blockchain registration, shared evolved use 

cases, and make recommendations for additional features to the Open Music 
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Initiative API. Caribbean artists will attend the LAB from July 24-29th. The week 

long LAB includes participation in specifically designed workshops on 

intellectual property commercialization, work with the technologists to develop 

the use cases and to provide feedback on the feasibility of the technologies, and 

the opportunity to meet with mentors and other industry professionals. At the end 

of the LAB, the teams (which include the artists) will present the outputs to a 

group consisting of leading industry professionals and other major players in the 

music industry.  

 

 

2.0 SELECTION CRITERIA AND PARTICIPATION EXPECTATION 

 

Applications for the LAB were collected via Google’s online survey and were 

assessed based on (A) eligibility criteria, (B) selection criteria, and (C) ability to 

meet participation expectations.  

 

A. Eligibility Criteria: 

 Residing citizen of Trinidad and Tobago or Jamaica. 

 Ability to travel to the US in mid-late July.  

 Valid US Visa (valid until August 2017). 

 Ability to videoconference into Summer Lab at least twice weekly 

throughout June and July. 

 Must have at least 2 years experience recording as well as working in live 

music settings. 

 Must either be a musician or artist, or a professional working with a label, 

production company, studio, publishing company, management company, 

or other music industry company based in Jamaica or Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

 Must be able to access musical works for use in the Lab (not exclusively 

controlled by a label). 

 Only individual artists are eligible (no groups). 

 

B. Selection Criteria 

  

Selection Criteria Score Comments  

1 - Multifaceted and versatile experience both within 

genre and musical instruments 

  

2 - Live performance history (at least 5 live 

performances) 
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3 - Quality of submitted recordings (lyrics, production 

level, performance) 

  

4 - At least one year of experience generating revenue 

from music 

  

5 - Experience experimenting with new technologies, 

or collaborating across genres 

  

6 - Branding/image development and visible industry 

presence/ following 

  

Total Score   

  

Total Score out of 24 possible points: ________ 

 

Scoring Rubric 

  

1 = poor: average recording quality, lacking melodic, harmonic and lyrical 

components, little to no involvement within community,  little to no experience 

performing,  fan base of 50 and under  

  

2 = fair: meets requirements,  strong recording quality, melodically, harmonically 

and lyrically interesting but not as consistent, influencers within community, little 

to no experience performing, very limited fan base  

  

3 = good: artist showcased excellent recording quality, melodically, harmonically 

and lyrically creative/meaningful, strong influencers within community, limited 

experience within field (monetizing career), limited fan base  

  

4 = excellent: exceeds requirements, artist showcased excellent recording quality, 

melodically, harmonically and lyrically creative/meaningful, strong influencers 

within community, experience within field, steady/rising fan base 

 

C. Ability to Meet Participant Expectations  

Participants will be issued a letter of agreement that will cover the travel and 

logistics for attending the one week LAB. An important evaluation consideration 

was the ability of candidates to meet the expectations of participating in the LAB. 

To achieve the outcomes of the project, it is important that more than just these 

four artists benefit from the LAB. The online MOOC and publications that will be 

developed is a foundational element to ensuring the spread of knowledge but it is 

also critical that these artists are influencers who can share their knowledge with 
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others in the industry either (a) directly through workshops and the likes and/or 

(b) indirectly by acting as a first mover that spurs competition by using these new 

technologies in their business models.   

 

It follows then, that artists are expected to (i) Actively participate and contribute 

to objectives of the LAB (ii) Participate in a follow up workshop to share their 

experience on use of the new technologies developed. The time and place of the 

end of project workshop will be coordinate with artists and confirmed at a later 

date (iii) Artists may be asked to conduct interviews, including the designers of an 

online MOOC (iv) Openly share their knowledge on IP monetization, including 

how technology injection may improve artist compensation, with other artists in 

the region.  

 

 

3.0 SELECTION PROCEDURE  

 

A call for applications was issued on May 9th with a deadline to receive 

applications by May 19th. Given that artists would not have to travel until the last 

week in July to attend a week long LAB, the deadline was then extended to June 

11th. A total of 62 applications (44 from Jamaica and 18 from Trinidad and 

Tobago) were received. Based on eligibility criteria and selection criteria, that 

number was short-listed to 14 applications (9 from Jamaica, 5 from Trinidad and 

Tobago). Four top ranking candidates (two from Jamaica and two from Trinidad 

and Tobago) were then selected as finalists.  

 

The Berklee Institute for Creative Entrepreneurship assessed each proposal and 

allotted scores accordingly. Special consideration was given for artists that would 

not only be able to contribute to the goal and interests of the initiative but who 

were also diverse and appeared to be influencers in the music industry who could 

play a champion role in promoting the use of information communication 

technology to others in the Caribbean. The IDB project team reviewed and gave 

its non-objection to the final selected candidates. 

 

The next step in the process is the non-objection of the Jamaica and Trinidad and 

Tobago country offices to move forward with the selection of the candidates.    

 

4.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 

The candidates were impressive professionals. The applicants who responded can 

be found in Appendix III (Excel Sheet).    
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The four top ranking candidates were: 

 

Name Country Score 

Johan Chuckaree Trinidad and Tobago 24 

Navid Lancaster Trinidad and Tobago 23 

Roshaun Clarke Jamaica 24 

Clendon Auguste Jamaica 20 

 

A summary of the Assessment Forms of the four selected candidates is attached 

as Appendix I. 

 

A key consideration, in addition to those stated in the eligibility and selection 

criteria, was for artists who appeared to be influencers in the music industry and 

who could play a champion role in sharing their knowledge gained with other 

artists in the Caribbean region.  

 

 

 

5.0 RECOMMENDATION  

 

It is recommended that, given the experience and potential ability to influence the 

share of knowledge, the travel allowance to attend the LAB be awarded to the 

following persons:  

 

1. Johan Chuckaree (Trinidad and Tobago) 

2. Navid Lancaster (Trinidad and Tobago) 

3. Roshaun Clarke (Jamaica) 

4. Clendon Auguste (Jamaica) 

 

 

 
 ---------------------------------------------------        

 Mr. Ignacio De Leon Delgado 

 Team Leader 

 Competitiveness and Innovation Division 

 Inter American Development Bank        
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APPENDIX I 

 
Letter of Agreement (LOA) 

 

Competitiveness and Innovation Division 

[DATE] 

 

 

[TITLE] [FIRST_NAME] [LAST_NAME] 

[POSITION] 

[ORGANIZATION] 

[ADDRESS] 

 

 

Dear [TITLE] [LAST NAME]:  

 

I am pleased to extend an invitation for your participation in the Open Music Initiative 

Summer Lab 2017 taking place in Massachusetts, Boston on July 24 – 29, 2017. The 

LAB is being organized by IDEO and Berklee Institute for Creative Entrepreneurship in 

collaboration with the Inter-American Development Bank (the “IDB”). The LAB seeks to 

bring together technologists and artists to learn about emerging technologies that can 

improve artist compensation and music industry cooperation.  

 

If you agree to the terms of this agreement, the IDB shall transfer in the form of a 

contribution to the Recipient ([FIRST_NAME] [LAST_NAME]) in the amount of 

U.S.$[DOLLAR_VALUE] ([WORD_VALUE] of the United States of America) (the 

“Contribution”) to the account information you provide to be used by the Recipient in 

accordance with the below listed terms. No additional amount will be provided. 

 

1. (a) The Contribution will be used for the financing of travel expenses related to 

attending the Conference including economy class airfare, meals and incidentals, 

accommodation and insurances. 

 

(b) The Recipient acknowledges that the IDB is a public international organization 

and that the use of the Contribution shall be consistent with the appropriate use of 

public resources from other public donors.  Therefore, the use of the resources of the 

Contribution shall not finance discretionary expenses, gifts, or other personal costs.  

The Recipient shall exercise discretion to consult with the IDB whenever it may be 

unclear if an expense would not be appropriate to be financed with the Contribution. 

 

2. The Contribution shall be payable by the IDB to the Recipient in one single 

installment promptly following the IDB’s receipt of this Letter Agreement signed by 

the parties hereto.  

3. The Recipient shall also provide the IDB any information that the IDB may 

reasonably request in writing regarding the expenses relating to the Conference. 
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4. The Recipient agrees to obtain the IDB’s written consent before using the IDB’s 

name, logo or other symbols in any way or form in connection with this Letter 

Agreement or otherwise. 

 

5. Nothing contained in this Letter Agreement shall be construed as the establishment or 

creation of a relationship of master and servant, principal and agent, or employer and 

employee between the IDB and the Recipient or between their agents or employees. 

This letter contains the only terms and conditions of the agreement between the 

parties, and it replaces all prior proposals, contracts and understanding, whether 

verbal or in writing, and all other communications that you may have had with the 

Bank in relation to the purpose of this letter. 

 

6. The Recipient acknowledges that the IDB has no responsibility in connection with the 

Conference and the use of the Contribution by the Recipient, other than paying the 

Contribution as described in this Letter Agreement.  Therefore, the Recipient, its 

officers, employees or agents shall defend, indemnify and hold the IDB harmless 

against and from all liabilities, claims, causes of action, judgments, costs or expenses, 

including attorneys’ fees, which the IDB, its officers, employees or agents may suffer 

in connection with the Contribution or its use, or the Conference. 

 

7. The IDB shall have the right to require the return of the Contribution and/or 

cancellation of amounts payable under this Letter Agreement if, in the IDB’s 

judgment: (i) the nature and purposes for which the Contribution was made, pursuant 

to this Letter Agreement, are changed; (ii) the funds provided are not used, or not to 

be used, as provided herein. 

 

8. This Letter Agreement may be made publicly available by the IDB subject to its 

policies and procedures regarding the disclosure of information. 
 

9. Expectations: Artists are expected to (i) Actively participate and contribute to 

objectives of the LAB (ii) Participate in a follow up workshop to share their 

experience on use of the new technologies developed. The time and place of the end 

of project workshop will be coordinated with the artists and confirmed at a later date. 

(iii) Artists may be asked to conduct interviews, including the designers of an online 

MOOC (iv) Openly share their knowledge on IP monetization, including how 

technology injection may improve artist compensation, with other artists in the region. 

 

If you concur with the terms and conditions of this letter of agreement specified above, 

please sign below and return this and the attached authorization form for wire transfer by 

email to [Project Assistant] with Kayla Grant (kaylag@iadb.org) in cc.    

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

_____________________________________ 

Claudia Stevenson 

Division Chief a.i. 

mailto:kaylag@iadb.org
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Competitiveness, Innovation, and Technology Division 

 

 

 

Acceptance (Print): _____________________________  

Signature: ____________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________
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APPENDIX II 

 

APPLICATION ASSESSMENT  

 

SUMMARY 

For the selection of candidates to join the Open Music Initiative Summer Lab 

 

 

Name of Candidate: Johan Chuckaree  Country: Trinidad and Tobago  

Selection Criteria Score Comments  

1 - Multifaceted and versatile experience both within 

genre and musical instruments 

4  

2 - Live performance history (at least 5 live 

performances) 

4  

3 - Quality of submitted recordings (lyrics, production 

level, performance) 

4  

4 - At least one year of experience generating revenue 

from music 

4  

5 - Experience experimenting with new technologies, 

or collaborating across genres 

4  

6 - Branding/image development and visible industry 

presence/ following 

4  

Total Score 24  
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Name of Candidate: Navid Lancaster  Country: Trinidad and Tobago 

Selection Criteria Score Comments  

1 - Multifaceted and versatile experience both within 

genre and musical instruments 

4  

2 - Live performance history (at least 5 live 

performances) 

4  

3 - Quality of submitted recordings (lyrics, production 

level, performance) 

4  

4 - At least one year of experience generating revenue 

from music 

4  

5 - Experience experimenting with new technologies, 

or collaborating across genres 

3  

6 - Branding/image development and visible industry 

presence/ following 

4  

Total Score 23  
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Name of Candidate: Roshaun Clarke   Country: Jamaica 

Selection Criteria Score Comments  

1 - Multifaceted and versatile experience both within 

genre and musical instruments 

4  

2 - Live performance history (at least 5 live 

performances) 

4  

3 - Quality of submitted recordings (lyrics, production 

level, performance) 

4  

4 - At least one year of experience generating revenue 

from music 

4  

5 - Experience experimenting with new technologies, 

or collaborating across genres 

4  

6 - Branding/image development and visible industry 

presence/ following 

4  

Total Score 24  
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Name of Candidate: Clendon Auguste   Country: Jamaica 

 

Selection Criteria Score Comments  

1 - Multifaceted and versatile experience both within 

genre and musical instruments 

2  

2 - Live performance history (at least 5 live 

performances) 

4  

3 - Quality of submitted recordings (lyrics, production 

level, performance) 

4  

4 - At least one year of experience generating revenue 

from music 

4  

5 - Experience experimenting with new technologies, 

or collaborating across genres 

2  

6 - Branding/image development and visible industry 

presence/ following 

4  

Total Score 20  

 


